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CYERA PLATFORM BRIEF

The AI-Powered Data Security 
Platform for the Cloud Era
Know Your Data. Keep it Secure.

Cyera’s AI-powered data security platform gives companies visibility over their sensitive data, 
context over the risk it represents, and actionable, prioritized remediation guidance. 
As a cloud-native, agentless platform, Cyera provides holistic data security coverage across 
SaaS, PaaS, IaaS and On-premise environments. 

Find Your Data

Discover

Discover & inventory 
data across its entire 
lifecycle

Auto-Classify

Classify structured  
and unstructured 
data automatically

Contextualize

Understand data’s 
business, user, and 
security context

Secure Your Data

Data Risk

Detect and  
quantify data  
at risk 

Data Compliance

Easily uncover policy 
and compliance 
violations

Access Issues

Detect data access 
issues and unauthorized 
behavior

Control Your Data... Without Agents

Tag Data

Accurately tag 

data and implement 
safeguards 

Auto- 
Remediate

Instantly remediate 
data at risk

Data Intelligence

Empower your 
enterprise ecosystem 
with data intelligence

AWS Azure GCP M365 Google Drive Snowflake Databricks MongoDB Atlassian Salesforce On-Prem



Cloud-native data security platform includes

Dynamic Discovery and Classification

Cyera’s agentless technology streamlines and dramatically accelerates datastore discovery, inventory 
creation, and data classification, ensuring that businesses know what data they have, where it is located, 
and what it represents. 

Data Security Posture Mgmt (DSPM)

Cyera’s advanced DSPM capabilities provide deep context 
and understanding of sensitive data across the enterprise 
ecosystem, as well as detailed insight and remediation for 
security, privacy, and compliance exposures.

Data Detection and Response (DDR)

Cyera detects and remediates data exposures, 
configuration changes, non-sanctioned data access, 
and data exfiltration events as they happen across 
multi-cloud environments.

Data Access Governance (DAG)

Cyera enables Data Access Governance implementation by 
highlighting who has access to what data, what’s the 
purpose for access, and what security controls are actively 
enforced or missing.


Data Privacy

Cyera finds and protects PII, enables dynamic DSAR 
management, flags when data minimization, data 
sovereignty, and purpose limitation issues in a data 
environment violate privacy frameworks, compliance and 
regulatory requirements such as GDPR, CCPA, and more.

Ecosystem 
Integrations

Integrated 
Controls (DLP)

Unified Policy 

Framework

About Cyera
Cyera takes a data-centric approach to security, assessing the exposure to your data at rest and in use and applying 
multiple layers of defense. Because Cyera applies deep data context holistically across your data landscape, we are the 
only solution that can empower security teams to know where their data is, what exposes it to risk, and take immediate 
action to remediate exposures and assure compliance without disrupting the business. 


Learn more at www.cyera.io or follow Cyera on LinkedIn.
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